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"BERIBERI !"

Published by Students of Fairfield University, Fairfield, Conn.

October 13, 1961

Dr. John Norman Bishop Named
Completes Script For Bpt. Diocese
For New Movie
The Most Rev. Walter W.

$2500 Shrine Slated For Campus
Construction Scheduled For March

arrive in Bridgeport Nov. 20 and
will be installed as the second
Bishop of Bridgeport, Nov. 21.
Archlbishop Thomas A. Boland
of Newark, under whom Bishop
Curtis served, will preside at
the ceremony in St. Augustine's
Cathedral. Archbishop Boland
will take the place of Archbishop Henry J. O'Brien of
Hartford, the area Metropolitan,
who is ill.
Details on the time and manner of Bishop Curtis' arrival
have not yet been arranged.
Bishop Curtis succeeds Archbishop Lawrence J. Shehan who
DR. JOHN NORMAN
was appointed coadjutor Archbishop of Baltimore and assumDoctor John Norman, pro- I ed that post Sept. 28.
fessor of history and govern- , The Board of Consultors, a-ctment at Fairfield University, has rng under canon law, haye apwritten the scenario for the fu- pomted the Rt. Rev. WIllIam F.
ture motion picture, "Brother K~arney of Danbur~ as t~e adAnne." A new company, Paris ~llmstrator of the ~lOcese rn the
Productions, is producing the absence of a blSho~. ~sgr.
$10 mipion film. It is Dr. Nor- Kear.ney ~lll serve until BIShop
man's first effort in this field.
Curtis arnves.,
.
He has been active in many
BIshop .Curtls wIll. become the
local organizations. Presently second BIshop of Bndgeport the
he is chairman of the Fairfield moment· he presents hIS papal
Charter Revision Commission bulls to the Board of Consultors
and a member of the Board of and to ~sgr. Ke.arney.
.
Finance of the Town of FairThe BlS'hop :-rIll h~ve a thIrd
fi ld
papal bull WhICh WIll be read
e (Cont. on Page 4, Col. 5)
publ~cly announcing that .Bishop
Curtis has the l3lwful nght to
the See of Bishop of Bridgeport
and asking the faithful in the
diocese to co-operate with him.
The three bulls are from the
desk of Pope JO'hn XXIII and
The Student Council has re- are signed by the Chancellor of
cently posted the necessary in- the H.oly Roman church, Santiformation concerning the coming ago Luis Ca,rdinal Copello, and
Freshman Election. Up to this other offidals of he Apostolic
point the class of 1965 has had chancery in Rome.
no voice, either in the form of a
class spokesman or of representatives in the Council.
To become an officer in the
class there are certain qualifications which a candidate must
possess. These qualifications inThe plans for the retreats
clude:
1) Nomination forms shall be which will be held this month
made available to the members for Sophomor,es, Juniors,' and
of the association during the Seniors have been announced
nominating period as designated by Rev. Joseph W. Murphy, S.J.
Fr. Murphy explained that all
by the Council.
2) Required: A. 30 names for seniors are expected to make
the office of President; B. 25 their closed retreat at Manresa
names for the office of Vice- Retreat House in Ridgefield,
President; C. 20 names for the Conn. These retreats will run
office of Secretary; D. 20 names on weekends, beginning on
Nov. 3-5 and continuing each
for the office of Treasurer.
The same signature may ap- weekend, until all the seniors
pear on more than one form, but are finished.
not more 'than once on anyone
Previously, the seniors -made
form. Current class officers are two retreats a year; one in the
Fall and another, called the
eligible for re-election.
3) Corhpleted forms must be Commencement Retreat, in the
returned to the Dean of Studies spring. The retreat wiH begin at
according to the deadline set by '5 :00 p.m. on Friday evening
the Student Council then in ses- and close on Sunday at 4:00
p.m. Forty s'e'niors can be acsion.
(Cont. on Page 4. Col.' 1)
'commodated 'at each retreat,
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To Format
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Highlight '62 Carnival

Curtis, auxiliary Bishop of the
diocese of Newark, N.J., willl-------------,-----------------~0
Sodalists

Freshman Class
Elections Oct. 20

G R E OI.tl"Oned
This Afternoon
~

Raised Money
After Three Year Drive
The Sodality of Our Lady a't
Fairfield is planning to erect a
shrine dedicated to Our Lady of
the Way, Rev. J. W, Murphy,
S.J., announced today. The
principle function of the shrine
will be to foster devotion to Our
Lady of the Way and to bring
about an awareness of the dangers of auto accidents.
Fairfield has lost about four
men in auto accidents through
the years. Th·l·S devotl'orl to Our
Lady of the Way, which it is
hoped that this shrine will inspire, will attempt to remind
Fairfield men of their responsibilities in a car, Fr. Murphy
stated.
Completed in May
The shrine will be located in
'the small grove of trees between
the main parking lot and Loyoyla Hall. The work, which 'will
start sometime in March, will
require the work of the SodaIists and an as yet unnamed contractor. It is hoped that the
shrine will be completed in May.
The shrine will consist of
flagstone surrounding a brick
enclosure with a statue in the
genre of Our Lady of the Way.
The statue will be eX,ecuted in
Carrara marble through the
Del Prado Company of Boston.
This is the same company which
commissioned the statue of Saint
Ignatius in Loyola Lounge.
The money for the shrine has
b een raIse
. d over t h e past tree
h
b
th
S
d
l't
M
years y e o a 1 y. any So(C
onto on Page 4. Col.' 5)

The Winter Carnival, sehedulThe Rev, Thomas McGrath,
ed for January 26, 27, 28, already S.J., director of psychological
sports several innov,ations for services at Fairfield U., will
the affair. A Pre-Prom Party, meet with juniors and seniors
who plan to take the Graduate
indoor picnic, and a masquerade Record, Law Aptitude or Mediparty are the new entries on cal Aptitude Exams this afterthe weekend social calendar. noon at 12: 10 o'clock in GonThe traditional formal dance on zaga auditorium.
Fr. McGrath will outline the
Friday will open the social scope of the tests as well as dicalendar. The only definite pro- rections on how to take the
gram set for Sunday, as of this tests. The tests are a prerequiwriting, is the Communion site to admission at many of the
Breakfast.
nation's graduate and professional schools.
Indoor Picnic
Applications for the GRE
Chairman Richard J. Badolato may be obtained from the Rev.
'62, promises "big-time enter- T. Everett McPeake, S.J'., in
tainment for the indoor picnic." Canisius 214.
C. Donrald Cook, '63, is Assistant Chairman. Other leaders in
the group are: Dick Picardi and STAG Shoots
Ronald Sullivan
Formal
"Anlomal M"
Dance; Shaun Sullivan and
Michael Maloney _ indoor picThe publication of ~he "Anink; Paul Heimbuch - Masquer- mal M" issue of the STAG,
ade; Ernest W'ebby Com- scheduled to be issued on
munion Breakfast; Paul Rudd October 27, has been cancelland Frank Hendricks - Sunday ed according to Michael To
Concert; Devin Doolan and Jim Kiernan. editor-in-chief.
Rhatigan pre~P.rom Party;
The scheduling of the school
Ned ColI Publicity; Paul retreats as well as the organFlanigan
Finances; Dick izational closed retreats durKinney and John Duetsch ing the week before publicaFund Raising; Ted Armold and tion were cited as the reason
Steve Jakab - Queens Contest; o
f
th e cancellation by Mr.
B o'b M a l strom and Jim DuffyT'lC k e ts .
Ki.ernan.
"Animal N" the next schedThe tentativ,e deadline f.or all
uled issue will be published
arrangements is November 15.
on November 10. All copy. as
Tickets go on sale December 4. usual. must be in the Gonzaga
STAG office one week before Chuck Berry To Star
publication.
Staff members will atte·nd a At Senior 'Fallout' Hop
general meeting on Tuesday,
Tomorrow night the Senior
Oct. 31 at 3:15 p.m. in Can- Class will present its first social
isius 101. Managing Editor. event of the year, "FALLOUT"
- ,a "stag or drag" dance open
and it is expected each retreat- Clem Lamb announced.
to all the members of the studant will have a single room.
I ent body.
Fr. Murphy said that the reaThe dance will commence in
son the seniors had to wait until Ambassador To Speak
the gym at 8: 00 p.m., continuing
Novemlber is that the Preparatory School retreats (Juniors At Bri~geport Library until 12: 30 a.m. There will be
and Seniors) will not be finished
An address by Alhaji Muham- dancing to the music of the
until the last of October. He also mad Ngileruma, Nigerian Am- Furies Combo from Yonkers,
said that every senior will be bassador to the United Nations, N.Y., as well as the "sounds" of .
,expected to leave an offering will highlight Bridgeport's cele- the special guest, Chuck Berry.
Admission will be $3.00 per
of $15.00. The seniors will go in bration of "UN Day" OctQlber
alpha1betical order and the Re- 24 at 8 p.m. at the Burroughs Stag and $5.00 per couple. Girls
treat Masters will be taken L~brary ac-cording to Mrs. John from area colleges have been
from the College Faculty.
Bar,one,
vice - president
of invited.
Organization Retreats
Bridgeport Association for the
PAGE DIRECTORY
The senior retreatants will United Nations.
leave by bus and return by the
Fairfield U Invited
Editorials
2
same means. Seniors belonging
8. S
Mrs. Barone, the wife of Fair- Sports
6
to the Sodality and the Knights field U associate professor Dr. Tino
,
.
5
of Columbus, should see. Rev. J'ohn Barone, extended an invi- Lawless
.
9
Richard Rooney, S.J., if they in- tation to all members of the Dowling
Badolato
9
tend to make their retreats University community to attend. Szepesi
Cartoon
2
(Cont. on Page 4. Col. 4)
(Cont. on Page 4. Colo 4)

Plans For Retreat Released;
Seniors Use Manresa House

THE
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F'ROM THE I-IEIGIITS

STAG

Letter to the Editor

October 13, 1961

THIS IS ASTUDENT UNION?

To the Editor:
In the last edition of the
This week's edition of the Boston College weekly news- Stag, the author of ASPECT depaper, "THE HEIGHTS," listed among its front-page arti- voted his column to a discuscles, an item announcing the advent of the school's several sion of the growing 'Campus
fall lecture series. The fifth annual Humanities series will conservative revival and the
feature such notables as Archduke Otto, e.e. cummings, John reasons why ~ollege .students
Mason Brown, T. S. Eliot, Katherine Anne Porter, Robert should not partIcIpate In It. He
. I ,told us of conservatIsm's culd
P enn W arren . ~n d R a b ert F rost. A not h er f ront-~age .artlc e realism and old agedness, of its
reports of a .V1Slt by Edwa~d (Ted) Kennedy while still an- belief in past glory and strong
other proclaims the begmmng of a four part Younger Poets distaste for fresh ideas and then
Series. Many of the above are returning to B.C. for the second naturally, painted a picture of
and third time.
Big, Bad Barry Goldwater, the
St. Joseph's College of West Hartford in recent years has man who wants a return to the
included among its lecturers, philosophers Etienne Gilson and patrician-serf polihcal caste SY'SJacques Maritain.
tern of our early days. I am
afraid that the author has many
misconceptions and false notions
about conservatism (or perhaps
At press time, Fairfield's lectures for the year, have con- he lacks the realism which he
sisted in the screening of the film "Operation Abolition" (one s'ays is aquired with old age).
The wise conservative will try
year after most universities in the country saw it.)
This lecture, as most of the lecture activity on campus to apply the eternal truths of
has been, was student sponsored. Any of the other significant his philosophy to the present
lecture activity of campus this fall may be traced to the and not look backward to some
era of the past, 'however attracgenerosity of members of the lay faculty and to the student tive. He knows the past can
organizations cited above.
never be wholly recaJptured and
GRANTED: Be's size, years of existence and necessarily he will recognize the need for
more solvent financial position; INCOMPREHENSIBLE: the change when it is merited.
apparent disregarding by Fairfield University officials of the However, we can discover good I - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - ' = = = - - - = - - - ' - - - - - ' - - - ' - - ' - - = - - ' - - - ' = value of a potent lecture series in the education of a Fairfield points in a cause which time 'believe that Goldwater wants a Amerioa. We are witnessing the
has apparently erased just as return to the patrician-serf po- !resurgence of conservatism, a
man.
MTK one often learns more from the litical caste system of the early resurgence which will not slackslain hero of a tragedy than days of our repulblic?" Come en until the tower of Babel
from some fancy hero who now, let's be honest!
which is liberalism has toppled.
comes in at the end to announce
The author talked about a
Sincerely yours,
Reprinted from the Boston College Weekly. "The Heights:'
the victory and proclaim the fu- greatecr" good for more people in
Bill Sa.ngiovanni, '62
VERBUM SAPIENTI SA,T!
ture disposition of affairs. We our country and how this came
P.S. I am not a John Bircher
ought to preserve the memory about under F.D.R. He asks the nor am I a Goldwaterite but I
of these causes with a certain question of students caring am a firm believer in freedom
discriminating measure of hon- about a better life (due to of expression.
or, trying to keep alive what F.D.R) or succumbing to the
was good in them and opposing inherent materialism of the age.
VESTMENTS DONATED
the pragmatic verdict of the Just what is the "better life"
The famJily of Michael J.
world. It is important to draw F.n.H. g,ave us if it isn't materFelicetti, '65, have donated a
a line between a respect for ialistic ?
tradition beoause it is tradition
I believe students are turning set of Mass vestments in memthe new "cut policy" will be and respect for it which ex- to this philosophy because they ory of his mothe.r who died
presses a mystery too great for have an open mind, not a closed last year. The vestments are
aware that our knowledge to encompa'ss. one. They will no longer accept being used specifically for the
a concrete The first is mere idolatry and as gospel truth the liberalism main altar in the I,..oyola studhas produced some of the most professed in the cLassroom. This ent's chapel. The Felicetti
harmful attitudes the human is a hea~thy movement born of family resides in South Ozone
raee has shawn (Klu Klux Klan, ,the excesses of liberalism in Park. Long Island.
etc.). These are the results of
fear, distrust and feebleness of
imagination and are NOT CONSiERVAT,IVE but REACTIONAIRY; a distinction which the
author failed to mention. Conserv,atism has a very real and
IJI'
nationwide programs include a important m'essage for contemtest of general scholastic ability porary man, that of dispelling Published bi-weekly by Students of Fairfield University during the regular
and advance level tests of his illusions, exposing the shortuniversity year, except during holiday and examination perieds.
achievement in sixteen different cuts that invariably lead men
Represented for National Advertising by
National Advertising Service. Inc.
PRINCETON, N.J., September subject matter fields. According into blind alleys, and showing
Editorial
Phones: CLearwater 9-9206 or CLearwater 9-3787
8: The Graduate Record Exam- to ETS, candidates are permitted that Ja truly good society is never
inations, required of applicants 'to take the Aptitude Test andl a creation of theoriticians or of
#o..~
~
......
passing laws or rules however
for admission to a number of or one of the Advanced Tests.
cJ
I<o
~
graduate schools and by an inA Bulletin of Information (in persuasive. It is a slow, organic
~.
.?"
creasing number of donors of which an application is insert- process in which eXiperience, inv:
~
graduate fellowships, will be of- ed) provides details of registra- tuition, and feeling have their
P/iESS
place
along
with
pure
reason.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
fered in the National Program tion and administration as well
MICHAEL T. KIERNAN
Due to the limitations of space
for Graduate School Selection as sample questions, and may
NEWS EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR
to be conducted at examination be obtained from Rev. T. Ever- it would be impossible for me
JAMES C. MOORE
CLEMENT A. LAMB
centers throughout the country ett McPeake, S.J., or directly to discuss in detail my ideas of
FEATURE EDITOR
five times during the coming from Educational Testing Serv- conservatism and li'beralism.The
SPORTS EDITOR
DONALD A. PREZIOSI
ROD DOWLING
year., Educational Testing Serv- ice, Princeton, New Jersey, or word Bberal once stood for an
ice has announced. In' the five P.O. Box 27896, Los Angeles 27, open, tolerant mind, wide in its
PHOTO EDITOR
ADVERTISING MANAGER
administrations conducted dur- California. A completed appli- range and willing to hear other
SEAN M. DUNPHY
ROBERT STEVENS
ing 1960-61, more than 32,000 cation must reach the ET'S office views. It is unfortunate that
EXCHANGE EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
candidates took Graduate Record at least fifteen days before the present day modern American
ROBERT WIDMER
KENNETH E. DUBUC
Bberalism
has
abandoned
this
Examinations
in
connec'tion date of the adminis'tration for
FACULTY MODERATOR
with admission requirements to which the candidate is apply- heritage. When espousing such
REV. WILLIAM HOHMANN, S.J.
li'beral causes as medical care
graduate schools which pre- ing.
under social security, increased
STAFF
scribed them.
The Law School Admissions welfare benefits, or most anyNEWS - Jay Behr. Ned ColI, William Connelly, Gil Cass, George Egan,
Test
is
scheduled
for
the
same
This fall candidates may take
Thomas Evarts, \\'illiam Kearns. Kenneth McCluskey. William Morrison,
thing else, these liberals seem
James Quinn, Walter Vatter. Ernest Webby.
the GRE on Saturday, Novem- first date -- November 18. Reg- to lose their tolerance and
- Brian Lareau, Richard Lawl€ss, James Rhatigan. Art Szepesi.
ber 18. In 1962, the da'tes are istration closes on Nov. 3; appli- s'cream about the unworthy FEATURES
Thomas Tierney, Richard Tino. Ernest Webby.
January 20, March 3, April 28, cations should reach ETS by motives of those who oppose SPORTS - Ted Arnold, Richard Badolato, Daniel Browne, Peter Garry,
and July 7. ETS advises each that da'te.
Joseph McIlduff, John McTague, Gary Muller, John Scott.
them. A number of us at F,airapplicant to inquire of the gradfield came in di,reot contact with PHOTOGRAPHY - Peter Goss, John Carway.
- James Br€nnan, Thomas Calderwood, Vincent D'Alessandro, Wiluate school of his choice which DO YOU WANT IT ALIVE? this tactic at a corlege rally for LAYOUT
liam Flahive, George McGinn, Eugene Massey, Robert Mazzochi, Frederic
of the examinations he should
A work for sophomores andl Goldwater which was picketed
Saalwachter, William Schuck, Peter Walz.
take and on which dates. Appli- or juniors. For it is their abili'ty, by liberal groups. ,some of the ADVERTISING - Jeff Clairmont, Milt Jacoby.
cants for graduate school fel- interest and industry in philoso- pJlacards read, "Goldwater is a CIRCULATION - Ed Bater, Watson Bellows, Ronald Bianchi, Tom Ehmann.
lowships are often asked to 'take phy beyond the classroom walls F1a'Cist" and other sU'ch quaint
NOTICE
the designated examinations in that alone will revive the phrases. This tactic seems to be
The name of any student who joins the STAG staff this year will be
the fall administration.
Aquinas Academy. Contact Fr. a tool of the author of Aspect. placed on the editorial masthead only af1er they have contributed to two
succe1lSive issues. ANY staff member who fails to fulfill an assignment will
The GRE tests offered in these J. D. Donoghue, S.J~, L 105.
May I ask him "Do you really be dropped from the staff.-EDIT'OR.

... AND FROM TIlE DEPTHS

CLASS ATTENDANCE

I

I

~taq

E T S Announces
Graduate Exams

"0
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CKS Will Hold
Blood Bank Drive
The Cardinal Key Society
will sponsor its second Blood
Bank Drive on Tuesday, November 14 from 10:45 until 3:30 in
the lounge of Loyola Hall.
This Blood Bank Drive is
another phase of the Key's program of service to the school
and community.
Since last year's goal of
seventy-five pints was doubled,
the goal for this year will be
two hundred pints according to
Gary Muller, '62, chairman of
the drive. This should provide
an ample supply for the Fairfield University Blood Bank
from which the faculty, students
and their relatives can receive
as many pints as is necessary,
free of charge.
Fur the r information and
pledge cards will be available
from all members of the Cardinal Key Society.

LIB-RAUY NEWS
Of new.interest at the library,
reports Rev. Francis A. Small,
S.J., University L1brarian, are
two recent donations. The first,
which is of special interest to
science majors, is six volumes
of the published works of Irving La'ngmuir. This present is
from General Electric (fur whom
Langmuir served as a Research
Chemist from 1909 until his
death in 1957). Among the
many science laudations awarded Irving Langmuir was the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry, presented to him in 1932 for his
work in surface chemistry.
The second donation, given by
the "Bvidgeport Post," is approJrimately one hundred late
puJbHcations of contemporary
interest.

The Tabsnap Shirt-Tale
Through the centuries men have suffered the tyranny of collar
buttons. It is not just that they are impossible to find. (The only
sure way to find a dropped collar button is to walk around barefoot until you step on it.) There is also the fact that some men
are simply not made for collar buttons (and vise versa). Their
Adam's apples are in the wrong place; their hands are the wrong

* * *

On September 14, Fr. Small I
addressed the Diocesan Institute for Elementary and Secondary Teachers at Notre Dame
High School in Bridgeport. The
sUlbject of his address was
"Teachers and the Library."
Later last month, on September
30, Father addressed the Connecticut Unit of the Catholic
Librory Association on "Standards for the School Libl1ary."

* * *

New hours for the science
Hbrary in Xavier Hall include
weekday evenings from 6:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m., and also, Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Pre-I..Jegal Guild Plans
IJaw Catalog Section
A new Law section, containing the catalogues of the major
Law Schools, will -be established
in the main library in Canisius
Hall, aocording to a spokesman
of the St. Ives Pre-Legal Guild.
-Rev. Francis A. Small, S.J.,
lilbrarian, has promised his cooperation in this new project
which will organize all the law
catalogues,
separating
them
from those of other types of
graduate schools.
A committee composed of T.
Bosze '62, R. Kolesnik '63, and
T. Gooke '63 has been organized
to write to all the Law Schools
in this area, aslcing for the present catalogue and also requesting that Fairfield University be
placed on the mailing list so
that the library will have new
catalogues every year. This
committee will also be in chrarge
of keeping the Law ,section in
order so that the catalogues will
be easy to find.

shape to fumble and twist the -

thing into that little buttonhole.

So they start the day wilty and out of sorts.
But now that's history. Our tabsnap shirts are secured by one
simple click. As you can see they lie inconspicuously flat and neat.
The closure is covered by the same material as the shirt itself. Tapsnaps are a JOY to wear; a joy to behold. Hurry in and get with
it, man . .

Among the tabsnaps in our Main Floor Men's Department:
Arrow Paddock Club white Supima, 5.00; Arrow white or blue
oxford, or striped broadcloth, 5.00.
Our own tabsnap striped broadcloth, 5.95.

at the center

Free parking

of Fairfield

at our back door

Page Four

THE

FRESHMAN 'CLASS
(Cont. from Page 1)

4) A list of nominees for each
respective office of each class
will be posted on the bulletin
boards and published in The
STAG.
5) A primary election, the date
of which is to be designated by
the council then in session, shall
be held. The vo'ters shall check
off two names on the primary
ballot.
6) The two men with the
greatest number of votes in the
primary shall each be a candidate for the final run-off.
A) In case of a tie in 'the primary, if the two tied opponents
have tied with the greatest number of votes of all the nominees,
they shall be 'the two candidates
for the finals.
B) If a tie occurs between
the two nominees directly following the nominee with the
greatest number of votes, a primary run-off shall 'then be held.
The nominee in such case winning the highest number of
votes shall be considered the
second candidate for the final
election (subject to the discretion of the election commissioner.)
7) The final run-off shall be
held one week after the primary
election:
A) The candidate receiving
the greatest number of votes
shall be considered the winner.
B) In case of a tie in the runof the tie shall be broken by a
simple majority of votes cast in
the class in which the tie occurs.
1) This pertains to all offices.
The nominating period is from
Oct. 12 to Oct. 17. All nomination forms must be in the office
of Father Henry Murphy, S.J.,
Dean of Studies for the Freshmen, class.
On Oct. 18th. Wed., 5th period, there will be an assembly
for all Freshmen to give them a
"chance' to meet ~.he candidates.
Short soeeches will be given.
Oct. 20th (Friday of the same
week), 'the primary election will
be held.
Oct. 24, Tuesday, the final
election will take place and the
results will be posted.
New High Announced

This issue of the "STAG" contains a 300% increase in local
advertising over the issue of
December 15, 1960, according to
Robert J. Stevens, Advertising
Manager.

Hartford Club
Looks Ahead

(Cont. from Page 1)

Record Player First
Prize In PM Contest
A portable reco.rd player containing an AM-sh1ort wave unit
and a portable transistor mdio,
will be awarded as first and second prizes, respectively, in the
first Philip Morris pack-saving
contest this year.
Michael T. Kiernan, PM oampus representative, announced
that the contest will begin this
week and end with the drawing
of the lucky two packs, on Friday, Nov. 3. Only Fairfield University undergradua,tes are eligible to compete in the event, he
said.
Empty pa1ckages of any of the
four :AM brands, Com,mander,
Marlboro, Parliament and Alpine, should be deposited, with
the student's name and school
address written on it, in either
of the collection boxes placed
in Loyola and Ganzaga halls.
There is no limit on the number
of boxes which may be submitted as long as name and address
appear on the packs.
Mr. Kiernan remarked that
similar dr,awings would be conducted each week throughout
the semester. After the initial
drawing on Nov. 3, first and
seoond prizes will consist in
pOI1table transistors and cartons
of cigarettes, respectively.

FOR
FASHION GLORY
A transitional spectacular
In a palette of colors
And a forest of styles
Each vibrating in Fall's
Brilliant. array of colors
Created to compete with
The most colorful foliage

October 13, 1961

R!ETREAT PLANS

The Hartford Area Club at
its first meeting announced
plans for an infor-mal date
dance to be held at the Lion's
Club in Newington, Conn., on
Saturda'y, October 28th. At this
first meeting held on September
27'th,
approximately
seventy
members who reside either in
or around the greater Hartford
area appeared.
President Bob LaPier,re, '62
announced that Dick Clarkin,
'63 and Jack Morris'on, '62 would
be co-·chaiI1men .for a "large.
gala New Year's Eve party,"
soheduled to be held at the
Lantern Village Barn in Manchester ,Conn.
Other business of the meeting
included the election of Ned
Call, '62 to the office of Recording Secretary, replacing Stan
Klukowski, '63 who left Fairfield this past summer to enter
the Society of Jesus at the
Shadowbrook Seminary in Lenox, Mass.

AUTUMN HUES!

STAG

Guild Sponsors Lecture
On Law School Test

with their respective organizaMr. Stephen J. O'Brien, Law
tions. Fr. Rooney is the Student
Counselor for juniors and sen- Adviser, at the University will
iors, and is in 'charge of all speak on the subject, "The Law
arangements for these retreats, School Admission Test," at the
next meeting the St. Ives PreFr. Murphy explained.
Fr. Murphy reports that the legal Guild on October 20, at
juniors and sophomores will 12:30 p.m.; in X-130.
St. Ives' President Fmnk MchalVe separate retreats this year,
although they will run concur- Quade urged all who are planrently. Formerly, the sopho- ning to take this examination
mores and juniors had their to attend this lecture.
retreat together. Their retreats
will begin on Wednesday, OctoNORMAN
ber 25 and run until Friday at
FRANK HENDRICKS, '62
(Cont. from Page 1)
noon, October 27. The juniors!
will be in Loyola Chapel for
In 'the last edition of "Who's
Ignatian Council Picks their Conference while the Who in American Education,"
sophomores will have their ConNorman gained national reFrank Hendricks '62 ference in Gonzaga Auditorium. Dr.
cognition. Decorated by the
Fr. Murphy stated that the Rev. Italian Government, he is a
Knight of the Month
F. X. Curran, S.J. will conduct member of the America-Italy
Francis J. Hendricks, '62, has one of these retreats. Fr. Curran Society, the American Associabeen named Knight of the is the Vocational Director for tion of University Professors,
Month by the IO'nation Council. the New England Province, and and 'the American Political Sci"
visited the campus last year in ence Association. Author of nuHis selection
was announced
o
'
F _ I th
. a t capaCI't y.
merous articles on International
by AILn F .. Joseph, .64,
ra
Evening Holy Hour
ternal Actlvltles chmrman of! The resident students and the topics, the Fairfield University
the Ignation CouncIl. Mr. Hen- nearby off-'campus boarders will faculty member is also a noted
dncks has been a. member of halVe a Holy Hour one evening public speaker.
the councIl smce hIS Freshman and four talks on current probyear at the Umverslty. He .h~s lems on the alternate evenings.
SHRINE
served on the CathoIlc ACtlVIFreshmen and seniors will
(Cont. from Page 1)
ties Committee and has ,been a have class during the Sophomember of the councll s out- more-Junior retreats, except for dalists gave the equivalent of
standmg degree team.
Friday, October 27 which will one day's pay. Parents and
Mr. Hendricks, a native of be a holiday for the freshmen friends have also contribu'ted.
Three dances were also held to
Brooklyn New York, was re- and seniors.
raise the necessary funds. The
cently elected Chancellor for the
--------shrine will be a gift from the
coming. school year. He has
A:MBASSJ\DOR
Sodality to the students of Fairbeen cIted on numerous occafield.
sions for his outs'tanding efforts
(Cont. from Page 1)
Fosters Devotion
on behalf of the Ignation CounAmbassador Ngileruma, who
The purpose of the shrine
cil.
will address the group in full
stems from the Jesuit practice
He is a psychology major. He naiive costume, represents the
of saying three Hail Marys and
has been active in many school ninety-ninth country to be adthe ejaculation, "Our Lady of
activities including the Sodality, m:itted to the world association.
the Way, pray for us," before
the Glee Club. where he is curThere is no charge for the
any trip. The Sodality hopes,
rentlv a member of the popular lecture.
Father Murphy said, to restore
Bens~nian singing group, and
--------this devotion 'throughout the
Varsity Cross Country and
Track.
Knights Sponsor Two school.
The entire cost will be approximately $2500. To conserve.
i Membership Films
money 'the work will be done,
Western Mass. Club
Two movies explaining the in great part, by the Sodalists
Headlines Fall Dance purposes of the Knights of Co- themselves.
lumbus will be shown in Xavier
The shrine location will be
The Western Massachusetts 'lnd Gonzaga Halls on campus, turned into a "Christmas crib"
Undergraduate, Clulb has an- November 1 and 2, in the after- during that season.
nounced that the site of its Hal- noon and evening.
This will not be the first
loween Weekend Dance will be
Entitled "Noble Heritage" and shrine on campus. Opposite Mc-'
Blake's Restaurant in Spring- "Living Tradition," the movies Anliffe Hall there is a shrine to
field. The dance will be held on will be sponsored by the Igna- Our Lady of Fairfield. This was
Friday October 27th, from 8 to tian Council. Mr. Louis Ockey, donated to the University by
12 in the evening. Dance chair- '62 is general chairman of the the graduating class of 1951.
man Thomas Holland has ex- Membership Committee.
This shrine, however, will be
tended an invitation to the
The programs will be intro- the first 'to be built by the Sodance to all FaiI1field stud,ents duced by Mr. Ockey. He and dality.
and their friends.
his committee will be on hand
At the club's last meeting the after the showing of the two
mem:bers acoepted their new movies to answer any questions
cons-tituti-on and elected WilHam that students may ask. LiteraShea, '64, as secretary, replacing ture explaining the organization
John Safarik, '63.
will be supplied to all s·tudents
after the movie.
The date of the first degree
3 HOUR DRY CLEANING
has been set for November 7.
Interviews will be given on the
6 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
evenings of November 1, 2 and
3.
Applications and further in1225 Post Road
formation may be obtained by
(Opp. Post Office)
contacting Mr. Ockey or any
member of the Ignatian Council.
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TOWNE

CLEANERS

DWORK~N/S
ready to wear

second floor

CLEANERS

CLearwater 9-4977
FAIRFIELD SHOPPING CENTER

On and Off
the Campus

~--------------_

... '

DRINK PEPSI

1 HOUR SEUVICE
NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE
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ASPECT
By RICHARD M. LAWLESS

Valley Club IIears
Pat Perillo Speak

The most serious .problem facing our people as a nation and
"Student ex;change visits are
as
way of life is survival in a world of ideas backed by fOTce. valuable for the respect they
In the most natural way, the country looks toward its young give visiting students for the
people for the leadership of the future. They observe the current customs and problems of foreign
Ameri'can under-graduate. They observe a paradox. Here are lands and also because they aid
minds in education whiJch seem to be oblivious and unseeing of in understanding other countheir goal, the pr.eparation for an intelligent adulthood. Tt~e tries" Pat Perillo said recently
education which supposedly prepares our youth for thIS goal IS at a 'meeting of the Valley Club
being ignored. The majority of under-graduates today have of Fairfield University at the
assumed a conscious non-conse1ousness of the world around them Valley Chevrolet Auditorium in
and aI'e using their aoademic years as a wall .behmd WhICh to Derby.
'
hide themselves before facmg the (to them) tragIC world of adultp '11
.' d' d at the Catho.h
'bTt It·
t th
. t
f thO t
f
en 0 stu Ie
hood ":11' resp.ons~ 1 1 y. (~s nO
e e~l\s etceo b ~~ ype ~ Ilic University of Santiago in
g
th
e
mentalIty that ls .a a)rm l n ISlnce. 'efre tW~ tahways t
osbe w of Chile for part of his sophomore
'avoid responsl b 11Ity; t h e a armmg ac IS
e grea num er 0
d"
F rdham
.
.
an Junwr years, on a 0
young peo!?le, who thmk t~lS way.
administered fed e I' a 1 grant.
One often' hears of the faIlure of thbe college shystemd t.o .prtOdt~Ce While in Chile, he lived with a
the best possiible young people attrl uted to t e a mlms ra lOn f
'1 b th
e of Castro
and faculties of these institution.s. In a large part t}1ey are t.o a~r;;l Yot ro u~d;r~~nd some of
blame for theIr la~k of progressIveness and adiherenc~ to antI- the c~stoms aUG! problems of the
quated systems WhICh do not meet well enough the hIgh stand1
ards of today's society; but then they never hear much from the peop e.
,
ones who are quite lik,ely to know what is good - the stud.::mts
Penllo stressed. ~he value of
themselves. If a course does not challenge the student or if it such exchange VISItS and said
fails to provide elements whiJch he knowingly needs for his full that it is important to le~rn the
eduoation, all that is heard are a few caustic remarks from lan~uage of. the coun~ry m
student cynics and nothing from the main body of the class. WhICh the VISItor IS staym~. He
With this reception of a course, it is assumed by thos·e in power Said that too often Amencans
that the course is sufficient for its purposes and it continues being adopt a smug attltude and do
given in the same way. Wouldn't it be right to say that the not make a good enough attempt
blame rests mainly with the students?
to understand that people m
The great number of extra-s·cholastic activities pursued by other countnes :have cultures as
the American under-graduate seems to occupy the position held old and advanced as ours but
by academics in other systems of education. As a result, college distinguished by the 1 I' own
is thought of as a sort of fun-period, good and necessary before unique richness and values.
"entering the wovld." These people do not realize that every
The speaker made humorous
action in the world has a bearing on their future. Life to our reference to the difficulties he
averag,e college student is one round of social activities after encountered before becoming
another, with some studies on the side. The only possible concern fluent in the Spanish language.
they might have for the future is how .they will stand, material- He related an incident where he
wise. These young people who masquerade as students make a is trying to ask two sisters at a
mookery of a degree. Contrast them with their European counter- dance which was the older, he
parts and a vast difference is seen. The fad is, our students are actually asked which girl was
not.
' -the best 10Gking -and t-old -of -his
A number of evident characteristics has come from this spirit subsequent embarrassment.
of academic apathy. There is a tremendous lack of creativity,
In a question and answer perfreshness, if you will, not only in the realm of the arts, but in iod which followed, Mr. Perillo
the realm of thought also. Acceptance seems to be the norm as stated that he believed that the
regards ideas, such as in the fields of politilcs, philosophy, and United States' aid for Chilean
religion. There are a fair number of students interested in poli- Flood victims was appreciated
tics, but the majority of these have taken a passive interest, by the Chilean people and that
accepting any politioal theories which happen to match a whim it did help many.
of the moment. Most students show a real dislike for philosophy
A short business meeting, preof any kind, foregoing personal investigation of the philosophies ceded by Mr. Perillo's talk, at
which have stimulated and helped to sha'pe the minds of men. which club president Joseph
And the greatest lack of all is the absence of active religion on Flynn presided.
college campuses; God as the prime force in a man's life is net
Flynn reported on the second
openly cast out, but through a lethargic and unfeeling practice, annual picnic which was held at
He is gradually reduced to the status of a week-end activity and Lake Quassapaug in Middlereplaced by material concerns. It is true that this country is tury. He also thanked Michael
naturally geared towards a material existence, since it was trade Donnarummo and Michael Petro
and commerce that made it what it is today. But it is equally who served as chairmen for the;
true that our government was founded by Christian men on affair.
OQristian principles, not only allowing a free practice of reThe club president reported
ligion, but unofficially encouraging it. Yet our students fail that the date of this year's schoto recognize their respective heritages, not by a formal rejection, larship benefit concert is Saturmerely by a cursory pradice.
day, April 14, 1962.
So emerges the Amerlican student, self-centered and apatheFlynn named John Lachus
tic, uneducated and unadult. In the majority, our future leaders chairman of a group to publicize
are a group who are',=ol'e:~capable of being led, since a man of the availability of the Vallev
whims and fancies -is easily conquered by a man of ideas. This Club scholarship to high school
situation is not necessary and not desirable. Life experienced for students in the area. Members
the first time- by these people can simply match the under- of the committee are Richard
graduate y<.1ars, that of an unlimited child··period of the mind. Ryan. Adolph Bendler, Jr. RobThe alternate is preparing for and experiencing life while in ert Mace, Thomas Walsh, Henry
school. It is his choice alone.
.Tacek and Domenick Tedesco.

with

Ma:<9hulman
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STYLE and COMFORT
In Mens and
Womens Dress
And Casual
Styles

LOYOLA - 2nd FLOOR
GONZAGA

THE TRUE AND
HARROWING FACTS ABOUT RUSHING
It is well enougn to sit in one's Morris chair and theorize about
sorority rushing, but if one really wishes to know the facts, one
must leave one's IVlorris chair and go out into the field. (My
Morris chair, incidentally, was given to me by the Philip Morris
Company, makers of Marlboro Cigarettes. They are greathearted folk, the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, as millions of
you know who have enjoyed their excellent cigarettes. Only
from bountiful souls could come such mildness, such flavor,
such filters, such pleasure, as you will find in Marlboros! For
those who prefer crushproof boxes, Marlboro is available in
crushproof boxes. For those who prefer soft packs, Marlboro
is available in soft packs. For those who prefer to buy their
cigarettes in bulk, please contact Emmett R. Sigafoos, friendly
manager of our factory in Richmond, Virginia.)
But I digress. I was saying that in order to know the true
facts about sorority rushing, one must go into the field and
investigate. Consequently, I went last week to the Indiana
College of Spot Welding and Belles Lettres and interviewed
several million coeds, among them a lovely lass named Gerund
McKeever. (It is, incidentally, quite an interesting little story
about how she came to be named Gerund. It seems that her
father, Ralph T. McKeever, loved grammar better than anything in the world, and so he named all his children after parts
of speech. In addition to Gerund, there were three girls named
Preposition, Adverb, and Pronoun, and one boy named Dative
Case. The girls seemed not to be unduly depressed by their
names, but Dative Case, alas, grew steadily more morose and
was finally found one night dangling from a participle. After
this tragic event, the father abandoned his practice of grammatical nomenclature, and whatever children were subsequently
born to him-eight in all-were named Everett.)

But I digress. I was interviewing a lovely coed named
Gerund McKeever. "Gerund," I said, "were you rushed by a
sorority?"
"Yes, mister," she said, "I was rushed by a sorority."
"Did they give you a high-pressure pitch?" I asked. "Did
they use the hard sell?"
"No, mister," she replied. "It was all done with quiet dignity.
They simply talked to me about the chapter and the girls for
about three minutes and then I pledged."
"My goodness!" I said. "Three minutes is not very long for
a sales talk!"
"It is when they are holding you under water, mister,"
said Gerund.
"Well, Gerund," I said, "how do you like the house?"
"I like the house fine, mister," she replied. "But I don't live
there. Unfortunately, they pledged more girls than they have
room for, so they are sleeping some of us in the bell tower."
"Isn't that rather noisy?" I said.
"Only on the quarter-hour," said Gerund.
"Well, Gerund," I said, "it has certainly been a pleasure talking to you," I said.
"Likewise, mister," she said, and with many a laugh and cheer
we went our separate ways-she to the campanile, I to the
Morris chair.
© 1961 Max Shulman

*

HAIRrCUTS
EVERY WEJDNESDAY
ALL DAY

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

KNAPP FACTORY RETAIL STORE
853 POST ROAD
(FAIRFIELD SHOPPING CENTER)

*

*

The Philip Morris Company makes, in addition to Marlboro,
the new unfiltered, king-size Philip Morris Commanderchoice tobacco, gently vacuum cleaned by a new process
assure you the finest in smoking pleasure.
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BROTHERS IN CHRIST

THE
WHETSTONE

BASIC DIFFERENCES
By ERNEST WEBBY, JR.
prayers, chants and readings
(This is the second in a ser- from the holy Scriptures; the
ies of articles dealing with the second part contains the prayers
Eastern Churches. Later ar- and actions of the sacrifice propticles will deal with the vari- erly so called. Everywhere these
ous families or liturgies indi- two have become welded into
vidually)
one simple service centuries ago,
The many Eastern rites now in and although, for example, in
existence differ widely from the the Byzantine liturgy the deaLatin and s how considerable con, soon after the gospel, still
divergencies from one another. orders "all catechumens, go out
The word "Mass" is proper only . . .," of course unbaptised 'perto the Latin rite; "The Divine sons under instruction no~longer
Liturgy" is the most commonly do so.
used term for the eucharistic
Eastern liturgies have a third
service among Eastern Catho- part, namely, the preparation of
lics. And there are eight of these the bread and wine, which in
liturgies, as follows: The Byzan- the Roman Mass is a very brief
tine Liturgy, taking its name action before the offertory. This
from its place of oriign, Byzan- is done either before the priest
tium, and now in use in many goes to the altar or at the altar
parts of the world. Partly de- before he begins the liturgy of
rived from it is the Armenian the learners, and is accompanLiturgy, used only by the Ar- ied by prayers, ceremonies and
meniaJj1s. There are two Alex- incense. Those who assist at low
andrian Liturgies, the Coptic Mass celebrated by a Dominican
rite used in Egypt and the Ethi- priest will notice that he also
opic rite used in Abyssinia. Two prepares the offering at the altar
Antiochen Liturgies embrace the before Mass.
Syrian rite, used in Syria, Iraq
Liturgy More Elaborate
and India, and the Maronite rite,
Eastern liturgies are on the
used in Syria and Lebanon. The whole more primitive in type
two East Syrian Liturgies com- than the Roman Mass: they are
prise the Chaldean rite, used in. longer, their tempo is slower,
Iraq, and the Malabar rite, used their material expression is more
in India.
ample and ceremonious, and a
Historically, all trace their an- closer and more active particicestry to the two parent rites of pation of the people is usual. On
Alexandria in Egypt and of An- the other hand their ritual is
tioch in Syria. There are less sober and their language
Catholics of all these rites in the more rhetorical and "flowery":
United States, .e~cept the Coptic, they seem not to have the
Ethiopic and the Malabarese.'
straight-forw,ard simplicity to
All forms of the eucharistic which those of the Latin rite are
sacrifice, equally derived from accustomed. A few general obthe Last Supper in the Upper servations may be made here.
Room at Jerusalem, whatever
It is often overlooked in the
and however great their acciden- 'Vest that solemn sung Mass is
tal differences of languages, etc., the normal way of celebration
have certain essentials in com- (though not, of course, the common: namely, the offering of the monest way): low Mass is a simbread and wine to Almighty plification of high Mass, not high
God, the Canon or Anaphora Mass an elaboration of low Mass.
containing Our Lord's words of In the East to sing the liturgy
institution of the Blessed Eucha- is still the common way on Sunrist at which His Body and day and feasts.
Blood became present on the alGenerally speaking, except
tar, and the communion wherein when the deacon or choir are
sacrifice and supper are complet- singing, all the prayers, included and its grace conveyed to us. ing the words of consecration.
are sung aloud by the celebrant:
Two-Part Liturgy
Church Architecture Differs
Each liturgy, moreover, is diEastern church buildings usvided into two principal parts, ually differ a good deal from
the Mass or Liturgy of the learn- those in the West in their furers ("catechumens") and that of niture and arrangement. Normthe faithful. The first consists of ally there are no statues-their
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
I place is taken by pictures, wall
paintings and mosaics. Seats are
I
unusual in churches of the East,
Fairfield Laundromat for standing is still the common posture of prayer. The sexes are generally separated at
CLOTHES
public worship. Byzantine CathWASHED and DRIED
olics make the sign of the cross,
with thumb and first two fingers, from right to left, and they
REASONABLE RATES
and others do not genuflect in
church but bow deeply.
1227 Post Road
Fairti.ld
Vestments correspond more or
less closely to the Roman one
Opp. Post Office
and have the same origins, ]--jut
they have evolved into different

ICORTIGIA:NO'S

TEXACO

SERVICE
STATION

GENERAL AUTO REPAIRS ALL KIND
SPECIALIZING IN AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SERVICE
TIRES - BATTERIES - ACCESSORIES

SNOW PLOWING - TOWING _. TUNE-UP SERVICE
ROAD SERVICE - PICK UP & DELIVERY
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RICHARD
shapes, which vary somewhat
TINO
from rite to rite. The chasuble
is always a big garment, some
times resembling a cope, and
. Misselry ~a.s come a long way from the days of David's
there are usually no fixed colors slIng. The ca.valIer emotions which once attended battles on the
But the Maronites and Mala- -plams are mlssmg from the impersonal me'thods of annihilation
barese wear vestments of mod m. modern warfare. Destruction is no longer a sport. It is now a
ern Western patterns.
SCIence.
Altar vessels vary from rite
In his ethics man finds little condemnation of war. In his law
to rite, but of course all in- insensible animals are in command. They trail after the scent of
clude the chalice ..and some form VIctory. And they stand well to one side while the necessity of
of: the ,paten or plate. The altar sla~gh.ter is carried on by sportsmen who have been shown the
normally stands clear of the obJectIve.
east wall of the church, and its
In his ethics man finds no condemna'tiori of war. In his law
top is not necessarily of stone: he finds approbation of it. And in his mind he cannot escape
in the Byzantine rite the chalice the challenge of the hunt that has attached itself to legalized
and paten stand on a piece of mass-murder. The dare of bomb-shelters is 'thrown in the face
embroidered or painted linen or of the enemy. The hunt is on; the quarry is mankind.
silk, the antimension. During the
Man, .whose agile mind has found a justification for his
second World War American every mhumamty; man, whose imagination has devised a thoumilitary chaplains of the Latin sand .brutal to~tures to every medicine; man; who has added a
rite were furnished with anti- fourth dImensIOn of g~eed and a six'th sense of cruelty to his
mensions instead of the cum- natu,~e, IS now faced WIth the problem of justifying suicide.
bersome portable altar-stone...
To neg~;~t to ~se the ordinary remedies against an otherwise
They were consecrated for the latal dIsease I~ SUICIde. The definition fits the building of bombpurpose of Byzantine Catholic shelters as e~sIly as does the refusal of a fatally ill person to
bishops in the United States.
take medIcatIon. To prepare. a withdrawal from society, to conExcept in the Armenian, Mar- done and propaglate such WIthdrawal in the face of the disease
onite and Malabar rites, East- of war, which will be the only motive for its use, is suicide.
ern eucharistic bread is lea".. But man c.annot acc~pt the moral responsibility for this war he
ened; most often it is in the ~nows he IS generatI?g by h~s actions. Those actions require the
form of a small round loaf, JustIfica.tIOn, the ratIOnalIzatIon which will set him free from
which is broken up by the cele- the anXIety he feels for knowingly being an ins'trument of his own
brant.
death. Any act which facilitates war is a direct suicide act.
The ecclesiastical calendars
War Is Disease
vary greatly from one another
War is a fatal disease. It kills compassion love underand from the general calendar standmg and, most important, men. No man can a~sume 'a knowof the Roman Church: some ledge of 'the future. No man can assume his bomb-shelter will
great feasts and saints' days not be at ground-zero under the first nuclear explosion. No man
common to us all are observed can assume ~IS own survival of a nuclear holocaust. No man
on different dates. A few of the can assume hIS body will not absorb enough radioactive materials
less ancient Western feasts have f~om the aIr, water and vegetation to affect his progeny or infect
been.-adopted . and ..adap.te-d in hImself WIth bone cancer. These are not assumptions: they are
most Eastern rites: such for ex- hopes; all the less reasonable for their mathematical unlikeliness.
ample as the feast of the Blessed
There Can Be No Wi·nners
Sacrament.
~et us be honest with ourselves when we speak of war. Define
war m te.rms of atomic and hydrogen bombs. In the scope. of
Eastern Rites Valid
thIS ~efil1ltIOn wars which can be won are non-existent. The
Some Catholics cannot rid wml1l~g of a war requires a winner. If there are any left aftet ..il
their minds of the fallacy that war WIth these weapons, they cannot be winners. All of the 1effthese rites are erroneous and over humanity from such a war would be losers. The world
can barely be tolerated. Some would be lIttle more than a radioactive dunghill threatening
would reduce all races to· a cul- death and misery for a quarter of a century or' more. There
tural and ritual uniformity. Such :ould be no. p~a~e. in .which to proclaim exsultant victory. The
uniformity is entirely at vari- ,·.nd ~esult of CIVIlIzatIOn would be o.n display with every body
ance with the acts and teachings needm~ a.grave and every bnck needmg a course in which 'to lie.
of the Sovereign Pontiffs who
ThIS IS not the age to wast~ time on perfecting weapons,
while they condemn unh~alth; I whether offenSIve, such as the mISSIles, or "defensive" such as
particularism, have always en- \:Jomb-shelters are claimed to be. This is the age for 'perfecting
couraged these rites and cere- :Ife and tooh for lIvmg. Every bomb and its corresponding shel'ter
monies that express the mind ,creams death WIth a loudness only the insane would find a
and genius of different peoples. r.atural tone of voice.
The Orientals, indeed, have
Th~re is a question of what must be done then. What is the
r;uch to learn from the West alternative? So many things! To start, each man would need
but they have much, too, t~ an under.s~andmg.of peace and a real acceptance of its great
teach. The union of heartwarm- respon~IbllIty. ThIS m~ans .a more cosmopolitan approach to
ing piety with solid doctrine humalllty, an empathetic phIlosophy which sees all men as parts
which finds such explicit and of. one. great whole. Each man must accept the difficult task of
developed exposition in their lit~ mtormmg hImself, in a constant and organic way, of the comurgies; their happy "via media" plexltIes of l;vm g and each must feel the necessity of imparting
between the excesses of intel- that I!?-form~d~n to others even when he risks the condemnation
lectualism on the one hand and of entire SOCIetIes for doing so. A world of values needs redefining
of the sentimental devotion on and each man must struggle for those definitions.
the other; their strict adhere~ce
Too Late?
to Sacred Scripture as the cen- . Perhaps i~ is too late 'to begin this work. Perhaps the cowartre of the Christian life; these dIce of centunes caJ;not be overcome before the first bombs begin
incontestable achievements are to falL Perhaps. THere are some who WIll build their shelters.
worthy of earnest study by Latin There may be some who will even come through tl).e experience
·
whole. But, for myself., I.would not care 'to be one ofth€m
.. 1. could
C·ath 0 1ICS.
;,j' i
t b
t
th
·1
Today the liturgical renewal no
ear 0 carry WI In me the guilt for such a war. And I
in the Latin Church in America would not WIsh to pass It on 'to my children. 'I1here are some who
includes a knowledge of th.·e may surVIve the bombs. But there are nope who can survive
the shame.
Eastern rites. Enterprises such - - - - - as the annual Conference on
and the Spirited Part of Man'"
Eastern Rites sponsored by Ford- SodaHsts Meet With
ham University, at which the Manhattanville College and Rev. William Leonard, S.J.:
on "The Liturgy and Devotion
solemn celebration of an Eastern liturgy is the outstanding
Eight members of the Sodal- to 'the Sacred Heart."
event, are aiding in the spread ~ty of Our Lady of Fairfield atThe Day began with registraof this knowledge.
tended a Study Day on Devotion tion followed by the Holy Sacri(To be continued)
to the Sacred Heart earlier this fice of the Mass, brunch, and
month at Manhattanville College then the talks of the previously
of the Sacred Heart in Pur- mentioned speakers. Each delvRESTAURANT chase, New York.
TAP ROOM
ed into his aspect of Devotion
Rev. Walter Burghardt, S.J., to the Sacred Heart and con"poke on the topic "The The- cluded his talk with a question
ology of Devotion to 'the Sacred and answer period. Closing ex1418 POST RO.
FAIRFIELD
Heart"; Dr. John Glanville, on ercises consisted of Benediction
"Devotion to the Sacred Heart followed by informal talks.
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College Student Committee
Probes Its Intellectual Life
PARKVILLE, MO. - (I.P.)The Special Committee at Park
College formed for the purpose
of re-examining, re-defining and
re-formulating
through concrete recommendations concerning, as Prof. George M. Schurr,
chairman, puts it, "any and everything pertaining to the intellectual life of the Park College community.." "An education
jn either broad depth or deep
breadth" is a primary concern
jn the liberal arts, says Philosophy Prof. Schurr.
The Special Committee while
having common concerns with
the Curriculum Committee is
not subordinate to it, but "sovereign." The AcadeJ;Ilic Review
Committee, the student group
existing on this campus for the
purpose of receiving student
jdeas on curriculum revision, is
also cooperating with the Special Committee. Proposals being
considered include:
1. Shifting from a lecture-oriented program to one with more
independent study and private
examiflations;
2. Replacing the Freshman
English course with Seminars
which devote an entire semester
to investigating and writing
themes on a specific area in the
Humanities or Social Sciences
(such as a philosophical problem
in Plato, or an anlysis of the
strictly economic interpretation
of a segment of history); and
a single, integrated natural science course combining basic concepts of physics, chemistry, and
biology.
Other possible changes under
consideration, which deal with
the broader area of the college
community rather than strictly
the curriculum, include initiatjng a tougher pre-admission examination to determine the applicant?'s' competence, and setting aside a period of from a
few days to a week or more
between semesters, during which
there would be no regular classes and all students would study
and discuss one particular subject with visiting "experts" and
with the faculty. The committee
considers the definition of some
guiding criteria, before the examination of the college program, to be of, utmost importance; one proposal: emphasis on
theoretical rather than practical
courses - problem - solving instead of techniue.
Also considered is the "depth

with breadth" concept. Too often, Prof. Schurr feels, the use
of "survey" courses leads to a
meaningless body of unrelated
knowledge,
However, if one goes deeply
enough into any legitimate libera I arts discipline, he discovers
"tie-lines" which branch out and
link with the roots of other disciplines, thereby making a meaningful whole. This significantly
alters the present concept which
induces a student to get a broad
content comprehension in t1J.e
first two years of college and
then specialize during the last
two years.
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Machines In Cafe
Are Ready for Use
A "student union" consisting
of ten vending machines offering anything from candy bars
to hot 'n' cold meals, was installed in the rear of Loyola
cafeteria, last week.
Commenting on the innovation, which will do ClIWay with
the customary evening snack
bar, the Rev. Joseph E. McCormick, S.J., Dean of Men, pointed
out that the difficulty of obtaining something to eat besides a
BLIND LEADING BLIND? Ken Wagner (L.) is tearing his
candy bar after ,three p.m., had
heart out waiting for Ken Kelly (center) to' make his choice at
motivated the action.
FU's answer to Stud,ent Union. Walter Lees ignores both to
The machines dispense ice
look
at STAG photographer.
cream, candy, hot and cold
food, juice and milk, c.igarettes
'and coffee. They J:1ange in price the coffee automat costing $1600.1 machine which includes cTushfrom the $800 cigarette unit to HighHght of the center is a soda ed i-ce with each drink.

•

•

PROJECTS OF THE BELL SYSTEM

range from the reaches of space

Unretouched time exposure shows Echo I communications satellite (long line)
crossing the heavens right to left. Shorter lines are stars "in motion. 1I

Debate and Elections
Held by Affairs Club
The Public Affairs Club sponsored a debate on the admission
of Red China to the,United Nations yesterday during the 7th
period.
Dick Floor and Peter Nelowak participated.
,Members made tentative plans
for ,a deba'te on the Right to
Work law in late October or
early November.
President Tom Tiern,ey announced that "An active progJ1am is planned for the rest of
the year, and we hope to have
monthly seminars on national
and international issues. We
will have bi-monthly meetings."
Club Moderator, Rev. William
Hohmann, S.J. feels that there
is a possibility of a debate between members of the faculty.

Actual undersea photo of telephone cable off coast of Florida.

to the depths of the sea
Our job is providing communications
of all kinds, wherever needed-whether
in the northern snows to flash word of
possible enemy missi Ie attack, or in your
home or college, or in servi ng the
nation's business.
'
When we can't fill a need off the shelf,
then we start fresh and create the answer
to the problem. We've done that hundreds of times.
We began transatlantic radiotelephone
service in 1927. Then we developed the

world's first undersea telephone cables
to speed calls between continents.

transmit mountains of data at extremely
high speeds.

We handled the world's first telephone
conversation via satellite. And we have
started development of an important
world-wide communications system employing satellites.

And so it goes-Long Distance service,
Direct Distance Dialing, the Transistor,
the Solar Battery-a succession of firsts
which goes back to the invention of the
telephone itself.

When industry and government needed
a way of gathering huge amounts of
coded information from distant points,
we were ready with our vast telephone
network and Data-Phone, which can

Universal communications-the finest,
most dependable anywhere-are what we
deliver. Inside: for home, office, or plant.
Outside: on land, under the sea, through
the air.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Foreign Grants
Open To Students
Only a month remains to. apply for over 200 fellowships offered by foreign governments
and universities for graduate
study in 15 countries, the Institute of International Education
announced today. Applications
will be accepted until No.vember
1.
The fellowships, which are
for study in universities in Austria, Brazil, Canada, Denmark,
France, Germany, Israel, Italy,
Mexico, the Netherlands, Poland,
Rumania, Sweden and Switzerland, cover tuition costs and
varying amounts for living expenses. U.S. Government Travel
Grants to supplement maintenance and tuition scholarships are
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available to American students are geared to the needs of single
receiving Au s t I' ian, Danish, grantees.
French, German, Israeli, Italian,
Applicants will be required to
Netherlands, Polish or Rumanian submit a plan of proposed study
government awards.
! that can be carried out profitably
Requirements
within the year abroad.
General eligibility requireStudents enrolled at Fairfield
ments for these programs are: university should consult Rev.
(1) U.S. citizenship at time of T. Everett McPeake, S.J., for
aplicatio.n; (2). a bachelor's de- information and applications.
gree o~ Its eqUIvalent before the Others may write to the Inforbegmnmg date of the award; mation and Counseling Divi(3) knowledge of the l a n g u a g e . .
.
• th e h os t coun t ry; an d (4) goo d sIOn, InstItute
of InternatIOnal
o~
.
S
A
't
EducatIOn,
800
econd
venue,
hea
Ith. A d emons t ra t e d capacI y N
Y k 17 N Y
for independent study and a ew or
,..
good academic record are exCompetitions for the 1962-63
pected. Preference is given to academic year close November
applicants under 35 years of 1, 1961. Requests fo'r application
age who have not had extensive forms must be postmarked beexperience abroad. While mar- fore October 15. Completed apried persons are eligible for most plications must be submitted by
of the fellowships the stipends November 1.

SPORTS PERSONALITY

I

I

•

•

SENIOR FRANK McQUADE takes aim.
Fame and widespread recognition have touched a member
of the senior class at Fairfield.
.l"rank McQuade, '62, who hails
from New Haven, is believed to
De the only person in this part
of the country who performs a
"live" precIsion shooting exhibition. By "live" is meant that
the targets are held by his
fa'ther who serves as his assistant. Frank was taught the act
by Jack Lacy, a famous name
in Connecticut shooting circles.
Mr. Lacy, the originator of the
act has since retired, leaving
Frank to preserve the exciting
shooting show.
This performance consists of
five major shots and a .22 caliber
rifle is used for all shots. In the
first one, a Necco wafer is shot
from between his assistant's
fingers. Next a smaller candy, a
Canada mint is exploded from
its perch on his Dad's finger,
The shooter feels that his third
trick is the most difficult to execute. A piece of cardboard,
which is the same thickness as
a post card and cut into a strip
one-half inch wide is the target. This is held so that he can
only see the thin edge, and then
this edge is concealed by the
vertical crosshair of the 'telescopic sight when Frank is on
target. He also concedes that
this is the shot he misses most
often. When it is successful, the
card board is cut into two onequarter inch wide strips.
His father then holds a lighted cigarette and Frank shoots
the ash off without putting it out.
Then the cigarette is placed on
the backstop, so only the lighted
end is visible to the marksman
as his shot pushes the lighted
portion into the backstop. After
shooting out the flames of a row
of candles, there is the grand
finale. Mr. McQuade, Sr., holds
an aspirin tablet in his fingers
and this is removed by a bullet
from Frank's steady hand.
It is easy to understand that
an act of this type is not developed without many years of
training. Frank began shooting

You:
Why the gold bars?
Future You:
You're needed ... just as your father and grandfather
were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified college
men have to meet. If we don't ...
You:
All right. But what can I do for the Air Force?
Future You:
The Air Force needs college trained men and women
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing
technology that goes with hypersonic air and space
flight. Your four years of college have equipped you
to handle complex jobs.
You:
Say I was interested ... how can I 'get to be an officer?
Future You:
You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force
Academy. Then there's the navigator training program. You've probably heard about Officer Training
School... where the Air Force takes certain college
graduates, both men and women, and commissions
them after three months of training.
You:
Starting salary is important. What about that?
Future You:
Add it up. Base pay, tax-free allowances, free medi,
cal and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps
flight pay. You don't have to be an eco major to see
it adds up to an attractive package.
You:
I've been thinking about getting my Master's.
Future You:
As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute
of Technology. At no cost, and while on active duty
some officers may even win their Ph.D. degrees.
You:
Tell me more.
That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter.
Or write to Officer Career Information, Dept.
SCllO, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you
want further information about the navigator
training or Officer Training School programs.

nearly ten years ago, and did not
begin to perform 'this thrilling
act until four years ago. A former Connecticut Junior Rifle
Champion and 5th runner-up in
last year's State Tournament,
Frank is a member of the National Rifle Association and 'the
Quinnipiac Rifle Club.
Frank is a real trouper and
gets more pleasure out of the
enjoyment his act gives his audience than the small profit he
receives from his appearance.

Football's First Week
Features Tight Games
This year's freshman-sophomore league features eight tenman teams with each team captained by a sophomore, most of
whom played last year. The season was scheduled to open on
Tues., Oct. 3 but was postponed
one day due to rain.
In Wednesday's opener, the
teams of Pat Hurley and Ken
Kelly played a scoreless tie. The
closest any team came to scoring was in the final minutes
when frosh Bob Batch attempted a TD pass to Capt. Ken
Kelly. The pass was intercepted
near the goal line; and after two
plays in which Hurley's team
moved well up field, time ran
out.
On Thursday, Vic Costello's
team defeated Roy Nelson's
squad 6-0 with a first half TD.
George GrelleI' lost to Pete Cavanaugh 6-2 in a game which was
highlighted by fine running and
passing of the quarterbacks
George
GrelleI'
and
frosh
Waters.
The standings as of Oct. 5 are:
W
L
T
Cavanaugh
100
Costello
1
0
0
Kelly
o 0
1
Hurley
o 0
1
Casper
o 0
0
Duplessie
o 0
0
o 1
0
Nelson
I GrelleI'
o 1 0

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT
COIN OPERATED

There's a place for
professional achievement in the

Open 24 Hrs. -

7 Days a Week
20c Wash - tOe Dry

U.S.Air Force
•

•

located directly behind AlkP liquor store on
THE POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD, CONN.
CLearwaler 9·9082
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NEWS And VIEWS
By ROD DOWLING

According to Athletic Director Rev. T. Lyons, S.J.,
"Fall Baseball will not be found among the extm·curricuLaractivities ali; Fairfield Ithis year." These words
were Ireceived r:mm Father Lyons, Frairfi'eld's AttJhletic
Direotm in a direct interVliew with a STAG sports 'Teporter and were priJntedin 'the last issue of the STAG.
I ha,te itO revive dead copy but when dead copy cran be
reprl1nted and developed~nto ,an interesting co1umn,
why should I stJand in ,the way -of news?
When I departed from Flairfield after finH1s llast JIM RHATIGAN, '62, (1.), twists away from Cort Freeman's, '64, talented foot. Steve Csontos,
June, I wa's informed that ,there was a definite chance '62, (r.), blesses the event, but to no avail as the Seniors dropped a 1-0 decision to the Sophoof Fall Baseball for the Stag nine ~n September. This mores. John "Commander Whitehead" Moore, '62, Wlas the only casualty of game, retiring
statement of mine can be backed up by quot~ng Father from the field with a black eye which cast a g oom over Manhaiianville College last night.
Lyons from .the last issue of Ithe STAG. "The inrterest
Illtramurals Underway· 1 numbers .to the games as the Irier squads. He was among the
for ,a Fall session of ,the spor.t has subsided consider•
. ' I :::lualJty o! the play has devel- top point-makers on the track
ably, so -considerably 'in fact, li;hat it would not be Four Tied For First
' oped.
.
team during the past two seaThe students have been re.
.
wOflthwhile to even think of organizing 'a team." Read At the completion of the first warded
by some of the finest sons, leadmg the 1960 cmdermen
,this .stattement a few times and you will be lable tio de- week of p1ay, four teams have collegiate soccer in the coun- to an undefeated campaign. He
tect the -ranacies that I have deteoted. Whose interest come out undefeated and loom try. C.C.N.Y. has won the Na- is a member of the school recsubsided so -considerably? The team's 'interest? The ~s ~he ones to watch. Rod I?owl- tional Collegiate championship ord-making mile-relay quartet.
Img s team ousted a spIrIted and Pratt the small-college A a freshman he established
Treasurer of the school's inli;er-est? or was it the Ath- Clark eleven by an 18-0 count. title. Brooklyn beat them both m~ks in the 440 and 880 yd.
Basing their attack on the pass- last year en route to the league .
letic D~ctor's own interest?
It oould hardly have been the Ba6eball Team's intere$J1; which 'Subsided. In June, Fall Baseball was being
considered as a definite possibility in the minds of the
membel'S of ,the 'team who had leH for home. And yet
when :they returned in September, it was not found
among ,vhe 'eXitra-cUJrriculalr 'activiities iCl!t Fiairfield.
Nor ,could it have been the nabonal interest which
subsided because rtwo feHows named Roger Maris and
Mickey Mantle (who probably had ,the benefits 'of FraIl
Baseball in High School) were ba'ttlFng John F. Kennedy rar headLines 'in the newspapers with their baS'ebell explioits. .Ais students of philosophy, I p€'Pillit you
to logioally deduce whose interest subsided.
The Athlet,ic Direotor was ,asked 1Jhat if the inte'Test
onoe ;again arose would it be probable or even possible
to formulate a F'all Baseball pI"ogram - whereupon he
repLied "Even if the interest of the student body did,
once agiClFn appear, itt seems 'impassible. We have nIO
field tj;o play ran." Tha't brings up a few 'inter.esting
questions. Why don'tj; we have ,a field to p1ay on? Did
the Athletic Director ever oonsider away games with
teams who 'are :eager :£or opponents? Did the Athleti'c
Director rea'hz,e that most of the 'teams we 'engage in
the spring (weather permitting, e.g., April Showers)
play full Baseball. I w.ill 'attempt to ,answer these quesbons myself (or else :they willll'emain unanswered). ,
:Why don't we have ia fi'eld ,to play on? We T'eally
do have a field ,to play on bUit o1,t belongs to ,the Prep.
But (being rthe Prep field) ,it causes many problems such
as, 1) Prep engages '~n "FraIl Football" on their baseball field; 2) F1aitrfi'eld University is 'allowed 'to fit ,in a
conege baseball schedule after Fa·i'rfield Prep 'Schedules
its baseball -grames. These are only minor problems
~hich Fa,irfild U. has managed to overlook fm years.
Fairfield BIIep's baseball field .is not such ,a gr,ea't 'showploaoe 1:ha1 i,t would be embarnassing for the Stag nJirrre
to 'attempt ,to find a suitable replacement ,in the surrounding area for a Fall Baseball schedule or even try
to 'S'cheduleaway games. All basebaH games don't have
to be pLayed 'at home.
lana Oollege, whom Fairfield beat (2-1) llast year,
oaptured this year's FlaIl Ha'seball title compr,ised of
teams such las St. Peter's, Adelp'h~ and Fairloeigh Dickinson. Wi,th most 'of llast year's 'sta,rters back this yeaJr,
the SttJags might have had 'a good chance 'Of winning
the lmgue. 11his will never be know'll, beoause "somebody's ,interest subsided so considerably during the
Summer that Fall Ba:seba>ll was ',not :£aund ramong the
e~tra-cuIiT'iculara'OtiviJties at Fairfield th1s yea:r."

ing of QB Mike Maloney, they
·tallied three times via the air
'on passes to ends Bob Shea (2)
and Rod Dowling. Jim Mooney's
squad nudged the Radigan team
by the score of 8-0. The lone
touchdown came in the first half
when QB Mike Guglielmo intercepted a Jim Radigan pass
and on the first play from scrimmage threw a perfect strike to
half back Bill FitZigiibbon in the
-end zone.
The Jones team, fighting for
its third straight championship,
easily defeated the Schumann
squad 12-0. Drawing blood early
in the g,ame, end Jay Behr intercepted a Sullivan pas'S and
went 45 yards for the first tally.
The underestimated team of
Roger Lynoh outlasted Sanders
mainly in the closing moments
of the game,
Jim Radig.an's squad, once
beaten, defeated Sanders giving
them a 1-1 record.
'The success of the Mooney
squad was quite unexpected
due to the fad they played
without the services of starting
end Ban Brown.'e
The Standings
Dowling
1
Lynch
1
Jones.
1
M'Ooney
1
Radigan
1
S'chumann
0
Clark
0
Sanders
0

crown and an invitation to the runs.
National Collegiate play-offs.
-------The Fairfield University
Cross Country team will begin
Jack Barry Captains
their season tomorrow at 11:00
a.m. when they meet the
Cross Country Teanl
Eagles of Boston College on
.
.
the school's 4.2 mile course.
J~ck. Barry, a semor flom
After two recent time trials,
AmltYVll~e, L.I., has been .eleC';t- Coach Ed Tamashunas exed .capt~m of the 1961 Falrfie,d
Umverslty cross countr~ team.
pressed a hoye t hat the
Last _ye~r he .led FaIrfield U squad's lineup will have a suchome m SIX of ItS seven mee~s, cessful year. The Stags will
placmg first five bmes. The SWIft be led by Jack Barry, '62,
cap:llain of the team: Mickey
N ew Yo. r ke r. hold s the record
?, for
the Umverslty course of 2~.12.
Kinney, '63: Larry Longua,
Barr~ IS a v~teran member of
'63: Jim Daly, '64, and Peter
the Umverslty s track and har- Garry, '64.
--------------------------

New York Schools
Installing Soccer
The Metropolitan Intercollegiate Soccer Conference nine greater New York City
schools in which football is a ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
foreign sport - opened its season last week.
. The three leading contenders
LUTTERS
are Brooklyn College, City College and Pratt. The other teams
SERVICE
in the league are: Hunter College, Long Island University,
STATION
Fort Schuyler, Queens College,
(Formerly located at the corner of No. Benson & Post Rd.)
Kings Point and Adelphi.
GAS - LUBRICATION - OIL
None of the nine schools has
MINOR REPAIRS
a football team and will depend
on soccer to provide their studTIRES - BATTERIES - ACCESSORIES
ents with something to do other
than study on Saturday after1916 POST ROAD
noons. In recent years students
(Next to Rudy's)
have been drawn in increasing

NEW LOCATION!

ESSO
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Cardinal Key Conducts
Transfer Orientation

(L. to R.) JACK MORRISON. President of the FU Young
Republicans: Dimill Kinnie. Republican candidate for First
Selectman: Rev. John L. Bonn. S.J.. moderator of YGOP: and
Bruce Dillingham, public relations agent for local Republican
campaign are shown at recent meeting of YGOP.

Fairfield Chern. Club Praised
By
. Dow Technical Director
Harold A. Nash, Ph.D., Assistant to the Technical Director
of Pittman-Moore Co., a division of Dow Chemical, recently reviewed the annual
report of Fairfield's Student
Affiliate Chapter, A.C.S. Dr.
Nash said: "The report of your
chapter was certainly one of the
outs·tanding ones I have had
the opportunity to review, and
it certainly represents an exceptional record of achievement.
FUrither impressive is the fact
that this record of achievement
was attained by a chapter with
a moderate number of members.
The r,ecord of meetings reflects
. a well- rounded program, and
the anniversary issue of the
"-Condenser" is surely outstanding. To be especially commended a-lso is the chapter's participation in the Intercollegiate
Science Forum on C~lTI'cer Treatment and Resea'rch, and members' participation in the journal,
'Scientia'."
On this note of achievement,
V.in<:ent Cavalieri, president of
the Chemistry Club, has proposed ,another active year for
the Student Affiliate Chapter.
His fellow officers: Paul Shaver,
'63, Vice-President, J·ohn Terapane, '63, Secretary, Jay Behr,
'62, T.reasurer, and John Slanski, '62, Editor of the "Condenser," will aid Mr. Cavalieri
in fulfilling the goals of the
organization.
Outline Year's Program
This has been the first year
in whi'ch the ,officers and club
modeJ'atror, Rev. Gerald Hutchinson, S.J. have pLanned a tentative schedule for the coming
semester before the first meeting. The schedule has a variety
suffi'Cient to keep the members
well informed as to what is
being carried on ,at the University in research and in industry.
'Talks will be given by Dr.
John Barone and Rev. Robert
V,arnerin, S.J., members of the
f'aculty, on their research work,
now being carried on at Fa~rfield. A series of student talks

will also be given. That will
include a Senior, Junior and
Sophomore speaker.
As has been the practice in
recent years, there will be a
movie shown deal~ng with some
phase of chemistry, and a night
meeting, to which a guest speaker is invited. This speaker may
be an alumnus in the' field or a
prominent chemist in industry.
Field Trip
Mr. Cavalieri will also schedule a trip to one of the chemical
companies in the surrounding
area. The object of this is to
£amiliarize 'chemistry students
to the workings of their major
,field in industry today.
A revived interest has been
.taken by the club of the possibility of a meeting with St.
Joseph's College for Women. It
w,ill consist of a discussion on
chemistry, follo,wed by a social
in the evening. The club will
also take an active part in this
year's Intercolleg>iate Science
,ForU!lIl.
John SIanski, '62, editor of
the "-Condenser," has made it
known that he w,ill attempt to
print three editions of the journal this year. The emphasis will
be placed on strictly technical
articles.
Standing Committees
Committees have been drawn
up this year in order that all
members of the club may take
active participation in the year's
a'Cltivities. Heading these committees will be: John RO'bertson, '62, Projects; Jim Crowley,
'63, Alumni; Jay Behr, '62, Puiblicity; John Slanski, '6'2, "Condenser"; and John Terapane,
'63, Soci,al.
The alumni committee will
attempt to rorm an Alumni
Chemis'try Club. This will enalble undergradua,tes and graduates to meet each other and
discuss problems and needed
information about the future in
chemistry. Also, a program
where juniors and seniors will
be advisors to freshmen, will
be initiated.

,j

Paperhack

L,~~{)Baok Specialists

'I1~/KV
V",I

i;

1474 Post Road
Fairfield Center
(Opposite Fairfield Dept. Store)

CL 6-0658
Over 3500 selected paperback titles on all subjects

Last Friday, a new campus
tradition was established when
a unique "one-period orientation program" was conducted in
Canisius Hall for all recent
transfer students. The event,
initiated by Ned ColI, '62, and
instituted rand sponsored by the
University's service organiz·ation, The Cardinal Key Society,
was attended by approximately
sixty newcomers.
'The purpose of the program
'was to welcome these students
to the ranks of the ",Men in
Red," and to advise them about
Fairfield'is various intellectual,
so'cia-l, and spiritual traditions
so that these tr,ansfer students
would be made more aware that
they have every opportunity to
take advantage of the numerous
benefits offered by the university.
Presidents Speak
There were several speakers
at this gathering, the first one
Ibeing Mr. ColI, who spoke on
the purpose of such a meeting
and went on to comment on the
excellent spirit of co-operation
and comradeship whi'ch is found
among both the students and
the faculty at Fairfield. Each
one of the University's three
Class P'residents, Dave Jones
'62, Bill Reidy '63, and George
-McGinn '64, then proceeded to
outline their respective programs for the coming year,
while urging the audience to
take an active part in planning
and organizing the events.
The final speaker was Tom
Connolly '62, who transferred to
Fairfi'eld from St. Mary's Seminary in Baltimore last year.
Mr. Connolly mentioned the
various problems that he encountered as a transfer student
and offered several practical
suggestions. One idea was that
the newcomer take full advantage of Fairfield's guid'ance programs. Another was that the
student m'ake a sincere and
conscious effort to meet new
friends and acquaintances by
aotively participating in the
various extra-curricular organizations.
BMOC Phone Numbers
At the close of the meeting
there was an ind'ormal discussion period; and index cards
were handed out, listing the
names, addreses, and telephone
numbers of several student
leaders, including data on each
Class President.
.Mr. ColI termed the event
"sue-cessiul" ·and added that the
entire Ca.rdinal Key Society, its
president, Lou Ockey'62, and its
moderator, the Reverend John
Gallagher, S.J. were pleased to
be Cl'ble to conduct this pr,ogram.
They expresed hope that this
brief and informal orientation
would furthet enhance school
spirit.
Support those who support
your publications.

(L. to R.) JOHN CONROY, '62, President of the Young Democrats: John Sullivan, Democratic candidate for First Selectman
in Fairfield: and Joseph Flynn, State Executive Board Delegate. shown at a recent meeting of the Young Democrats.

Catholics Must Aid
Knights Distribute
More African Students
Student Prayer Card
Thru Theology Classes
The National Catholic ConPlans for the distribution of
Student Prayer Cards to all students of the university have
been announced by William E.
Dermody, '62, Council Activities
Chairman of the Ignatian Council, Knights of Columbus.
Mr. Dermody in explaining
the idea of the cards stated,
"The cards have been designed
with the needs of the students
in mind. A prayer of dedication
of the student's intentions as a
Ca'tholic college graduate and a
prayer for choosing a career
have been chosen. Also two
appropriate ejaculations have
been added. We wish to put the
"Student Prayer Card" into the
hands of every student at Fairfield University."
Under the plan of distribution, the cards will be provided
to the Theology classes for distribution to the students in the
immediate future.

Conservative Club
Elects New Officers

201.

GREEN COMET

Kings Highway - in F'field
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"Tops in Town"

Just 5 minutes from Campus

ASK
ANY TEEN I

An election meeting of the
Conservative Club was held on
October 6 and the following
results were announced by
newly elected President Gabriel
Merola '62. Rod Dowling '62 was
named Vice President of the
new clUib and Charles Jakiela
'63, the Corresponding Secretary.
AI-so named to the board of
offie-ers were - Michael Elgee
'64, Recording Secretary, Tom
O'Marra '64, Treasure'r and Neil
Cavanaugh, PUiblicity Chairman.
The club's main project, at
the moment, is an attempt to
bring a nationally known speaker to Fairfield. Further comment was dedined at this time.
The next meeting of the club
will, "in all probalbility," be held
next Wednesday in Canisius -

BRIniGEP-onr
MOTOIR IN,N
A Convenient Stop
for Your Friends
and Relatives

ference for Interracial Justice
has urged Catholic colleges and
universities to accept more African students and to set up organized student-exchange programs.
It said that out of 1,800 African students in the United
States last year only eighty-six
were in Catholic colleges.
"More opportunities are needed for African and American
students to get together and talk
over serious subjects like nationalism, technological development of countries, cultural habits and ideals," a report said.
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